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Terms and Conditions 

AGA Cooker – 30% Off AGA Extraction Canopy 

1. The offer is valid from Friday 27th December, 2019 to Saturday 29th February, 
2020 inclusive. 

2. Any AGA Cooker ordered as part of this offer must be delivered and installed 
within 12 weeks of the appliance order date. 

3. The AGA Extraction Canopy must be delivered within 12 weeks of the order 
date. 

4. The Installation of the AGA Extraction Canopy is not included. 
5. 30% Off an AGA Extraction Canopy (Pitch or Slab models only) will be offered 

with the purchase of an AGA Cast Iron cooker. 
6. Full payment or a minimum deposit of £500 will be required at the time of placing 

the order and any remaining balance MUST be paid in FULL no later than 14 
days prior to the delivery date. 

7. The offer is not available in conjunction with any other offer or promotion.  
8. The offer is valid in mainland United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland and 

islands connected to the mainland by road bridges (e.g. Skye and Anglesey). 
9. No cash alternative is available. 
10. At participating outlets only. 
11. AGA Rangemaster Ltd reserves the right to withdraw this offer at any time 

without notice. 
12. Under the terms of sale if an order is cancelled after an appliance has been 

removed from site then AGA Rangemaster reserve the right to charge for the 
safe removal and disposal of the that  appliance. 

13. AGA Rangemaster reserve the right to apply a restocking charge for any 
cancelled appliance orders. 

14. Where a delivery date is confirmed and then cancelled within 5 working days of 
the delivery date the Customer will be subject to a redelivery charge of £250. 

15. Where a delivery date is confirmed and then cancelled within 2 working days the 
delivery date the Customer will be subject to a redelivery charge of £450. 

16. Where there is any conflict between these terms and conditions and our 
standard terms and conditions, these take precedence. In all other instances, 
normal terms and conditions of sale apply. 

17. AGA Rangemaster Ltd reserves the right to cancel an order or invoice at the 
normal retail price where signed terms and conditions have not been received 
from the customer. 

 

 
 


